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Agilent ADS provides all the necessary capabilities to perform RF design and simulations using multiple 
data files. DAC component enables designer to perform simulation with both data files and datasets 

can contain data that you want to use with a component. You can use either one, depending 

on your situation:  

 You may want the S-parameters from a simulated design. In this case, use the 

dataset and a DAC to link the data to the component you want to use.  
 You may have S-parameter specifications from a component sheet. In this case, type 

them into a data file.  

You also want to consider the method of linking your data with the component of interest:  

 In ADS only: You have a data file, such as an .s2d, and you want to use it with a 

component that can read such a file, such as the AmplifierS2D. No DAC is needed.  
 You have a dataset or data file, but the component you want to use doesn't read the 

data directly. Use a DataAccessComponent to link the data file and component. The 

component you choose must have the file-based option under the Parameter Entry 

Mode or the parameter AllParams. For example, the BJTM1 model has the parameter 

AllParams; the R component has the Parameter Entry Mode. For instructions on how 

to use a DAC, refer to the component documentation in Circuit Components or 

Schematic Capture and Layout.  

Let us understand how to use DAC using an example of Digital Attenuator for which we have 10 S2P 
files where each file is representing a specific setting states. We shall create a simulation test bench to 
read these 10 individual touchstone files using DAC component. 

 

Example Steps: 

1. Create a new workspace in ADS2011/12 by selecting File->New Workspace from the main ADS 
window and provide name as Lab_Digital_Attenuator_DAC_wrk  

2. Open a new schematic cell and name it as Lab_Digital_Attenuator.  
3. Copy all the Attenuator state S2P files in “data” folder under Lab_Digital_Attenuator_DAC_wrk 

folder. 
4. Create a notepad text file under data folder of workspace and name it as Att_Datafile.txt, this 

file as shown below declares the file number and model file name which shall be used later in 
our simulation to read these files. 
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File Syntax: 

1. begin dscrdata : This indicates that we are going to define a discrete data which shall 
have certain uniform steps e.g. 1, 2, 3 etc 

2. % Filenumber and model_filename : This indicates that we shall have 2 coloumns where 
Filenumber is the index containing nos. 1, 2, 3… etc and model_filename is the header 
name which we shall refer in our simulations to read these specific files corresponding 
to a specific number indicated by Filenumber. (Please note: You can chose your name 
for this header and it is not mandatory to use Filenumber and model_filename but same 
shall be used during the simulation) 

3. END dscrdata : Indicates that file has reached the end 
4. Please remember to set proper matching of index and the S2P file to be read on that 

specific index e.g. when we set index to 1 in simulation then DAC component will read 
astate0.s2p 

 
5. Place DAC component from Data Items palette in the schematic window and double click on it 

to set its characteristics as shown in next sections: 
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6. Double click on DAC component and provide file name as Atte_Datafile.txt which we just 
created  
 

        
 

7. Select Independent Tab and perform settting as shown here: 
       

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 In File tab, browse to the file name 

ATT_Datafile.txt saved in under 

Data folder in 

Lab_Digital_Attenuator_DAC_wrk 

 Select Parameter Entry Mode as 

Data filename.  

(Note: This will access whole file 

information. File Based option will 

access particular information 

within a file).  

 In Independent Variable tab, assign 

Variable Name as @1 (it displays 

the initialization value). 

 Assign Value as astate. This 

variable will be used to sweep 

different states of attenuators 

indicating the index number which 

inturn will refer to Filenumber 

index in Att_Datafile.txt file 
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8. Select Interpolation Tab and perform following settings: 

 

    
 

9. Place the S2P component on the schematic and connect two terminations on either side and 
modify the characterstics of S2P component as shown below. 
 

 
 
 
File type should be selected as Touchstone as we are going to read standard S2P file which is 
also known as Touchstone file. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 In Interpolation tab, drop down to 

IndexLook up in Interpolation 

Method. 

 Change Parameter Entry Mode as 

File Based. 

 Make sure Data Access Component 

Instance is referring to DAC1 which 

name of the DAC component we 

placed on schematic 

 Under Dependent Parameter Name 

enter variable name assigned for 

file name in master file. In our 

example it is been declared as 

“model_filename”.  (same name 

which we provided under header of 

Attr_Datafile.txt) 
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10. Place the following component on the Schematic. 
 

 

 

 Place the S-Parameter Simulator; modify the parameters as shown above. 

 Place a Variable; declare a variable named astate with the initial value as 1.0. 

 Place a Parameter Sweep, assign astate as the SweepVar. Change the Start and Stop 
values as shown. Start and Stop is assigned to sweep 10 states of Attenuator 
starting from astate0 to astate9. 
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11. RUN the Simulation. Once the Simulation is finished. Plot the following graphs.  
 

 

 

12. We can see in dB(S(2,1)) graph all the ten data files are plotted, as we sweep astate variable, it 
refers to particular state data file and performs the stimulation. 


